Cross Stitch Charts

Sweet Child Resting
da: Lace Tales

Modello: SCHLT-23
Sweet Child Resting
It contains the heat-transferable pattern which must be ironed (only once) on all types of fabrics (preferably cotton or mixed cotton) and the instructions for embroidering, washing and cutting each detail.
Note: The image on the right is an example of how you can use the included patterns which are represented in the following image:

Price: € 8.65 (incl. VAT)
Good Morning - Good Night

da: Lace Tales

Modello: SCHLT-28

Good Morning - Good Night
It contains the heat-transferable pattern which must be ironed (only once) on all types of fabrics (preferably cotton or mixed cotton) and the instructions for embroidering, washing and cutting each detail.

Note: The image on the right is an example of how you can use the included patterns which are represented in the following image:

Price: € 8.65 (incl. VAT)
Vases Penny Squares

Modello: SCHLT-30

Vases Penny Squares
It contains the heat-transferable pattern which must be ironed (only once) on all types of fabrics (preferably cotton or mixed cotton) and the instructions for embroidering, washing and cutting each detail.

Note: The image on the right is an example of how you can use the included patterns which are represented in the following image:

Price: € 8.65 (incl. VAT)